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THE OTTAWA TOLL HOUSE: INTRODUCTION
A toll house operated by the Illinois and Michigan Canal Commission in Ottawa, Illinois
(hereafter simply referred to as the Ottawa Toll House) is located at the northwest corner of
Columbus Street and Canal Avenue in Ottawa, LaSalle County, Illinois (see Figure 1). The
building lies on the south bank of the Illinois and Michigan Canal (I & M), immediately adjacent
to the canal tow path. This small, front-gable, frame building once functioned as the office of the
local collector of tolls for the I & M Canal, and is the only such structure remaining along the
canal. Within the last decade, the toll house has been the subject of a number of field
investigations aimed at understanding the history of the building and how best to stabilize and/or
restore it.1
An initial investigation of the toll house was conducted by Francis O. Krupka, a historic
architect employed by the National Park Service, in 1989-1990 with the aim of producing a
historic structure report (HSR) on the building. Krupka submitted his findings in a draft report
entitled “Illinois and Michigan Canal Toll Collector’s Station: Historic Structure Report and
Historic Furnishing Study” (Krupka 1990). Although quite detailed, this report was never
brought to completion, lacking photographs and existing condition drawings.
In 1997, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) contracted for a separate
HSR of the toll house through Architrave, Ltd. --a Chicago-based architectural firm (Capital
Development Board Project No. 102-312-041). Architrave completed its field investigations and
submitted 25% Construction Documents to the IDNR in late July 1997. The work outlined by
Architrave recommended the complete disassembly of the entire building to accomplish the
rehabilitation/restoration of the structure.
As part of the same contract, Architrave hired the Public Service Archaeology Program
(PSAP) based out of the University of Illinois at Champaign/Urbana to conduct archaeological
testing around the toll house building. The goal of the archaeological testing, which was
conducted in a single day during October 1996, was to assess the integrity (and thus the National
Register of Historic Places eligibility) of the subsurface remains potentially located around the toll
house, as well as to address several specific research oriented questions identified in Krupka
(1990). The archaeological testing conducted by PSAP consisted of a series of screened shovel
probes in the yard surrounding the toll house. Based on the results of the shovel probes, the
PSAP archaeologists did not excavate any test units at the site. Although the PSAP
archaeologists recovered nineteenth-century artifacts in their shovel probes, they did not uncover
any subsurface features, but identified a thick mantle of gravel fill across much of the site (Kriesa
1996). PSAP archaeologists concluded that the area had been heavily disturbed and that it would
be “unlikely that additional fieldwork outside of the structure would identify intact deposits or
subsurface features” (Kriesa 1996:19). Additionally, the PSAP archaeologists went so far as to
suggest that the existing structure at this location “dates to the twentieth century” (McGowan
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The building and surrounding archaeological site has been identified by the Illinois Archaeological Survey as
11LS634).
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1997:2). The results of the PSAP archaeological investigations are detailed in a draft report
entitled “An Intensive Archaeological Survey of the Ottawa Toll House Site, LaSalle County,
Illinois (Kreisa 1996; See also McGowan 1997).
In December 1997, the department requested another historic structure report on the toll
house to be completed by Fever River Research. A field investigation of the building was
undertaken in July 1998. The HSR provided below builds on previous work, identifies the
existing condition of the Ottawa Toll House, identifies significant attributes of the structure, and
recommends preservation options (for stabilization and/or rehabilitation/restoration) for the
building.
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Project Area

Figure 1. Location of the Ottawa Toll House (United States Geological Survey 1970).
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GEOGRAPHICAL AND HISTORICAL SETTING
Transportation corridors have always played a significant role in the settlement of Illinois -whether during the prehistoric or historic period. Early travel between Lake Michigan and the
Upper Illinois River Valley (which eventually opened into the Mississippi River and the Gulf of
Mexico) required a short, but difficult portage across a low lying area located at the head of the
Chicago River. Additionally, the shallow and rocky nature of the upper Illinois River hindered
steamboat travel past the rapids located at the LaSalle-Peru region. In order to make the upper
Illinois River navigable to commercial traffic and connect the Illinois River to the Great Lakes, a
relatively long canal was needed.
In northern Illinois, the Illinois and Michigan Canal, which opened for navigation in the
summer of 1848, connected the southern tip of Lake Michigan (and the port city of Chicago) with
the upper Illinois River valley and greatly influenced the settlement of the northern region of the
state. The construction of this commercial waterway helped transform the northern region of the
state from a sparsely settled frontier district to a commercial, agricultural, and industrial region
that supplied the port city of Chicago with a wide variety of commodities.
Interest in building a canal connecting these two waterways began immediately after the
War of 1812. In 1816, Ninian Edwards negotiated the purchase from the Indians of a 100-mile
strip of land along the Illinois River in hopes of constructing the canal. In 1822, in response to a
petition from the Illinois legislature, Congress authorized construction of the Illinois and Michigan
Canal. Although the state was expecting a large land grant to finance the construction project,
they were granted only a 90-foot wide strip each side of the proposed canal right-of-way. This
narrow strip of land each side of the canal, sufficient for a towpath, was needed for the operation
of the canal. Although a private corporation received a charter to construct and operate the canal
at that time, little was accomplished. In 1827, in response to the State's multiple pleas, Congress
granted alternate sections of land for five miles on each side of the canal to the State to help
finance the construction of the canal. During this transaction, the State received title to over
290,000 acres of land. A stipulation of this land grant was that the work must be initiated within
five years, completed within 20 years and the Federal Government could use the canal toll free for
the life of the canal (Howard 1972:193-196; Krenkel 1958; Pease 1918).
Construction on the canal did not begin until July 1836. Using hand tools, animal power,
and a large number of imported Irish laborers, construction initially proceeded quickly, only to be
interrupted by the economic Panic of 1837. During the late 1830s and early 1840s, work on the
canal proceeded slowly due to difficulty in raising funds. In 1842, work on the canal stopped
completely. In 1845, under Governor Ford's leadership and with the levy of new taxes directed at
repaying the canal debts, new loans were negotiated with British bondholders to complete the
canal (Howard 1972:229-230).
After twelve years of construction and the cost of nearly 6.5 million dollars, the Illinois
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and Michigan Canal officially opened on April 23, 1848. By the end of the first 180-day
navigation season, 162 canal boats had used the system and paid nearly $88,000 in tolls (Howard
1972:239). The Canal, which was 96 miles long, utilized 15 locks, multiple dams, aqueducts,
bridges, canal basins, locktenders houses, and towpaths. The canal, which had a basin 60' wide at
the high water level and 36' wide at the bottom of the canal, was designed to maintain a 6' deep
channel. As Howard (1972:239) notes, "So great was the canal's help in developing northern
Illinois that, of all man-made waterways in North America, only the Erie Canal surpassed it in
importance" (See also Putnam 1918; Howe 1956).
During the initial years of construction, settlement along the canal corridor was sparse,
and contractors relied heavily on recruiting Irish immigrants for their work force. Many of the
Irish workers were later to settle along the corridor, improving farms within the countryside and
establishing businesses within the many communities that sprang up along the corridor. In
contrast, with the opening of the Erie Canal in New York State, many New England families
settled along the corridor, bringing a strong Yankee culture to the region. By the late 1830s,
settlement along the Canal had intensified and many small communities had begun to develop in
the region. One of the larger towns to be established along the canal was Ottawa, which was
located at the juncture of the Illinois and Fox rivers.
Stretching 97 miles in length, the Illinois and Michigan Canal maintained a 6-foot-deep
channel, minimally 60 feet in width at the top (and 30’ in width at its base) and required 15 locks,
numerous aqueducts, and multiple feeder canals to operate. During the early years of navigation
along the Canal, packet boats, traveling at the rate of 5 to 6 miles per hour, transported
passengers as well as a wide range of small commodities, competing successfully with the
overland stage and teamster service typical of the period. By the Civil War period, and the
introduction of the competing railroad system that paralleled the Canal, the majority of the cargo
hauled along the Canal was bulk commodities such as grain, coal, stone, and lumber. These boats
traveled at a slightly slower rate of approximately 3 miles per hour.
But, the canal era in Illinois was not to last long. Although interest in a railroad system in
the State had also been developed with the internal improvement plans of the 1830s, it was not
realized until the early 1850s with the construction of the Illinois Central Railroad. By the early
1850s, the Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railroad had established a line from Chicago to
Rock Island that effectively competed with the Illinois and Michigan Canal, particularly for the
passenger traffic (Howard 1972:246). Revenue collected by the Canal Commissioners peaked in
1866 and declined throughout the remaining decades of the nineteenth century, picking up slightly
during the period 1908 through 1918. The greatest tonnage hauled on the Illinois and Michigan
Canal occurred in 1882 (Putnam 1918:161).
Although the late nineteenth century was a period of gradual decline in the use of the
canal, it continued to transport a wide range of bulk commodities along the corridor (c.f.
Monckton 1995). Nonetheless, by the late 1880s, the competition from the railroads had taken its
toll and the tonnage hauled along the Canal quickly declined. The economic collapse of 1893
dramatically affected the volume of grain sales, and thus the volume of traffic along the canal
declined never fully recovering (Benedetti 1990:12). Coupled with the fact that revenue was
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declining, the state put little money into canal maintenance during the late nineteenth century, and
the canal became clogged with silt hindering transportation. By the middle 1890s, most of the
canal boats that had been in use on the Canal had been relocated to duty along the Illinois River.
Although several studies were conducted during the late nineteenth century to revitalize and/or
expand the canal, they ultimately resulted in limited improvements to the waterway with a greater
percentage of the canal traffic being relegated to pleasure boating and leisure activity.
One of the final blows to the economic viability of the Illinois and Michigan Canal was the
construction of the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal (which was initially designed to transport
raw sewage from Chicago to the Mississippi River). Beginning in the early 1870s, the City of
Chicago had reversed the flow of the Chicago River, depositing the City’s sewerage into the
Canal. Although this increased the flow of water through the canal, it did not succeed in
eliminating the City of Chicago’s waste problems. Construction of a new, larger canal to remove
the City’s sewage down the Illinois and Mississippi Rivers was opposed by many down river
communities as well as the Illinois and Michigan Canal Commissioners. Nonetheless, a new canal
was constructed and the main channel of the Sanitary and Ship Canal opened for navigation in
January 1900. This channel was extended from Lockport to Joliet between 1903 and 1907. The
opening of the Calumet-Sag Canal in 1906 cut through the upper reaches of the Illinois and
Michigan Canal forcing canal boat traffic along the upper reaches of the Illinois and Michigan
Canal to travel along the Chicago Ship and Sanitary Canal (Kamish 1990).
By the late 1910s, canal boat traffic along the Illinois and Michigan Canal had all but
ceased. One of the last efforts to commercially utilize the canal was by the Morton Salt
Company, which transported salt over the canal for three years beginning in the spring of 1912.
At that time, the firm used “three old canal boats.” Although the water levels were low in the
canal, which was heavily silted up at the time and hindered their ability to fully load their boats,
the firm was pleased with their efforts and continued transporting salt over the canal through 1914
(Jay Morton 1915). Nonetheless, the last commercial use of the Illinois and Michigan Canal
occurred in 1914 with the run of William Schuler’s canal boat Niagara (Lamb 1978:224). As R.
F. Burt, General Superintendent of the Illinois and Michigan Canal noted after the 1916 season
“while there was not commercial boating of importance on the Canal this season there is no telling
to what extent nor how many miles pleasure and motor boats used the Canal” (Burt 1917). The
December 31 1918 issue of the Morris Daily Herald (page 8, column 5; roll 52) noted that on
September 22, “Traffic … resumed on Canal after ten years.” The extent of this traffic in 1918
was inconsequential.
The final death blow to the canal was the Federal construction of the Illinois Waterway
System which consisted of a series of locks and dams that maintained a 9-foot channel for
navigation on the Illinois River. The Illinois Waterway System opened in 1933 to a much larger
series of tow boats. With the opening of the Illinois Waterway System in 1933, the Illinois and
Michigan Canal ceased to operate as a canal.
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SUMMARY OF ARCHIVAL RESEARCH 2
When the Illinois and Michigan Canal opened for navigation in 1848, there were only two
toll collectors stationed along its 97-mile route. These collectors were stationed at LaSalle and
Chicago (Bridgeport), the termini of the canal (see Figures 2 and 3). By the following year,
however, two additional toll collectors had been appointed. One of these was based in Lockport,
while the other was Albert F. Dow in Ottawa. Dow was initially hired by the I & M Canal on
May 6, 1848 to serve as the “Inspector of Boats” in Ottawa, earning an annual salary of $200. By
the beginning of 1849, however, he was working as “assistant collector” of tolls in Ottawa, with
an annual salary of $400 (Krupka 1990:34). Dow’s promotion was reported in the May 25, 1849
issue of the Ottawa Free Trader, which noted him as serving both as “Inspector and Collector at
Ottawa.” The paper also announced that “The office of inspector has been abolished and merged
with the office at Ottawa (Ottawa Free Trader May 25, 1849).” Canal records indicate that
Dow’s official commission as collector was dated June 1, 1849 (Krupka 1990:34). The fact that
Dow earned the same salary ($400) as assistant collector and as collector suggests that his duties
were essentially the same in both positions. It is possible that as assistant collector Dow was
temporarily working under the supervision of the LaSalle collector, based 14 miles west, until a
permanent collector’s office3 could be erected in Ottawa. The Ottawa office was scheduled to be
opened on June 1, 1849 (Ottawa Free Trader June 1, 1849). Although canal records do not
indicate the actual construction of a collector’s office in Ottawa,4 they do note that in August
1849, S. C. Earle was paid $6.25 for “Painting collector’s sign at Ottawa” (Krupka 1990:36).
The 1869-1870 city directory for Ottawa lists the collector’s office as being on the south side of
the canal “near LaSalle Street” (Krupka 1990:35). 5 The office is believed to have been located
within the canal right-of-way, adjacent to the tow path itself –a position that allowed the collector
to easily supervise traffic and enforce proper payment of tolls, but it also made it very convenient
for those paying the tolls.
The collector’s office in Ottawa was apparently located on canal property during the
twenty-two years that Dow served as collector (1849-1871). It is curious though that, starting in
1850, Dow received a stipend for office rent that was regularly reissued through 1871 (Krupka
1990:36). This rent stipend is curious, given the fact that the Board of Trustees owned the land
2

The material summarized in the archival research section presented here was taken predominately from Krupka
(1990). For a more detailed analysis of this archival material, including more detailed citations, see Krupka
(1990).
3

The terms “Collector’s office” and “toll house” are used interchangeably in this report.
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The canal records also fail to mention the construction of any of the other collector’s offices along the canal. The
construction of locktenders houses, however, are mentioned (Krupka 1990:37). It seems highly unlikely that the
Board of Trustees, having noted the cost of painting a sign for the collector’s office, would have failed to mention
the cost of erecting the building itself –if they had actually paid for it.
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This is the earliest city directory known to provide a listing for the collector’s office. Earlier directories, however,
do list Albert F. Dow and note his occupation as collector and his place of residence.
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on which the office was presumably located and is known to have constructed Board-owned
buildings (such as lock-tenders’ houses) within the canal right-of-way. Krupka (1990) suggests
that Dow may have erected the collector’s office in Ottawa at his own expense and then rented
the space out to the canal Trustees. This would explain why a privately owned building would be
located within the right-of-way to begin with. Similarly, it would explain why a rent stipend was
granted to Dow, but not his successors. If this scenario is accurate, Dow obviously viewed his
position as collector as more than a mere job; it was also a personal business venture (Krupka
1990:33, 43-45). Over the twenty-two years that Dow served in Ottawa, his salary steadily
increased, growing from $400 in 1849 to $1,200 in 1871. In addition to his personal salary and
the rent stipend, Dow also received money for hiring a clerk. This additional help was a must,
given that the collector’s office had to be open twenty-four hours a day, and one man couldn’t do
it alone. Unlike the lock tenders along the canal, Dow did not live immediately adjacent to his
workplace. As of 1866, he was residing at 34 LaFayette Street, several blocks south of his office
(see Figure 4). Albert Dow’s service in Ottawa ended in 1871, after which he transferred to the
position of collector of tolls in Chicago. He was succeeded by William E. Codding, who served
through 1886 (Krupka 1990:34-39).
The earliest map known to depict the toll house at Ottawa is the 1888 Sanborn fire
insurance map for the community. This map shows the toll house (which is labeled “off[ice]”
situated on the south side of the Illinois and Michigan Canal, at the northwest corner of Columbus
Street and Canal Avenue (see Figure 5).6 Although this site corresponds to the present location
of the building known as the Ottawa Toll House, it does not match that given for the collector’s
office in the 1869-1870 city directory. This directory describes the collector’s office as being near
LaSalle Street, not Columbus Street. If the directory is correct, the collector’s office appears to
have been moved one block east of its original location sometime between the years 1869 and
1888. This move could have been effected in a number of ways: one, the toll house could have
been physically moved from its original location to Columbus Street; or two, the canal trustees
could have erected an entirely new toll house. The fact that the canal records make no mention of
a new collector’s office being erected in Ottawa suggests that the office was physically moved
rather than replaced (Krupka 1990:45). Krupka (1990) associates the move of the collector’s
office with the relocation of a turning bridge over the canal from LaSalle to Columbus Street ca.
1870-1875. He speculates that this turning bridge may have functioned as a toll gate controlling
canal traffic and ensuring that the boats would pay their tolls (aside from serving its obvious
purpose as a bridge for vehicle and pedestrian traffic). Krupka (1990) found no direct association
between the operation of the bridge and toll collection in the documentary record, but suggests
that the two may have been inter-linked, with the collector possibly having supervision of the
bridge operations. Boats would first have to stop and pay the required toll before the collector
would allow the bridge to be swung open (Krupka 1990:35). By chance, the relocation of this
bridge also corresponds to Alfred Dow’s transfer to Chicago and the end of the Board of Trustees
payment of rent on Ottawa collector’s office. As such, Krupka (1990) proposes that the toll
house was either built new or relocated to Columbus Street ca. 1871-72 (Krupka 1990:45).
It is equally possible, however, that the toll house never was moved from its original
6

Canal Avenue is also labeled Fish Street on some of the Sanborn maps.
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location. The only documentary evidence known to suggest that the building was relocated is the
1869 city directory, and it is not very precise, noting that toll house was “near LaSalle”, rather
than on it. Given that LaSalle was the principal north/south thoroughfare crossing the main canal
at that date, while Columbus simply dead-ended, it is possible that directory sought to place the
collector’s office in relation to the more important street, which was only a block away. Then,
once a bridge was constructed across the canal at Columbus Street, the city directories stopped
placing the toll house in relationship to LaSalle and listed in at its actual location on Columbus.
Regardless of whether or not the location of toll house changed ca 1872, a physical examination
of the structure strongly suggests that it was not built anew during that period, but rather was
remodeled. The structural evidence for this scenario will be discussed in more detail in the
“Historic and Existing Conditions” section of this report.
Aside from the toll house itself, the 1888 Sanborn map also depicts an associated wood
house located approximately 30’ to the west. This outbuilding was situated immediately adjacent
to the tow path and may have been used to store a variety of materials besides wood. The wood
house is depicted in subsequent Sanborn maps from 1891, 1898, 1907, 1913, and 1925, but is
absent from the Sanborn map that was published in 1949 (see Figures 5 through 12).
The wood house located adjacent to the toll house may have been erected during William
E. Codding’s tenure as collector of tolls at Ottawa. Codding served as collector between 1872
and 1885, witnessing the canal’s peak years of volume during the 1870s, and its slow decline in
the following decade. Aside from his duties as collector, Codding was also part owner of the
Titus and Codding stone yard. Codding’s partner in this venture was Walter B. Titus, who
(interestingly enough) served as foreman of the Illinois and Michigan Canal’s maintenance shop in
Ottawa during the 1870s.7 The 1878 Ottawa city directory lists the stone yard as being on the
south side of the Illinois and Michigan Canal and the on west side of Columbus Street –placing it
in the immediate vicinity of the collector’s office. This location would have allowed Codding to
fulfill his duties as collector, as well as supervise the stone yard. By 1884, Titus had retired and
the stone yard had apparently closed (D. E. Hawley and Company 1874:34, 101; Hawley and
Pfaffenberger 1878:196; Western Publishing Company 1884:53, 126). Codding was succeeded as
collector in 1886 by Clarence C. Glover, who served until 1896. Later collector’s included
Patrick J. Mahony (1897-1913), John O’Donnell (1897-1913), and W. E. Hemmerle (1913-?).
Hemmerle was still collector in 1918, but it is not known when exactly he retired (Krupka
1990:41).
By the 1910s, traffic on the canal was so limited that the toll houses along the canal were
costing much more money to operate than they were actually bringing in. During the 1918-1919
shipping season, only twenty boats stopped at the Ottawa toll station, paying a meager $64.28.
That same year, Hemmerle was paid $900 for his services as collector. Nonetheless, the toll
house was kept open for another seven years, finally closing in 1926. In its last year of operation,
7

The I & M Canal maintenance shop in Ottawa was located at the northwest corner of Fulton and Washington
Streets. The first directory found in which Walter B. Titus is listed as foreman of the shop dates to 1874. Prior to
that date, Titus had been employed as a carpenter and building contractor. His residency in Ottawa pre-dates 1858
(Bowron 1858:130; Woltz and Gould 1866:136; Western Publishing Company 1869:127).
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only $9.66 in tolls had been collected (Krupka 1990:41). A photograph taken of the toll house in
1926, shortly before it closed, indicates that the building had a large sign marked “Collector’s
Office” on its north gable end (facing the canal) and a flagpole above that (see Figure 13). These
features would have made the building clearly visible to passing boats.

Despite its official closure in 1926, the Ottawa toll house continued to be listed as the “I &
M Canal Collector’s Office” in city directories through 1935. It is of interest that the 1930 city
directory reported a Harry S. Wescott to be serving as collector, considering that Krupka (1990)
found no evidence of a collector serving in Ottawa after 1926 (R. L. Polk and Company
1928:302, 1930:280). The 1937 city directory simply lists the toll house as “1223 Columbus
Street” (providing no reference to its former use as a collector’s office) and notes it as being
“vacant”. Figure 14 is a photograph of the toll house, taken ca. 1935. during the period in which
it apparently was sitting vacant. The building was subsequently leased out by the State of Illinois
to a number of private individuals and was utilized as a commercial property.8 Two of the leasees
–Herbert Hendricks, who occupied the building 1953-1957, and Oscar F. Olson, who leased it for
a short time after Hendricks-- also used the toll house as their place of residence (R. L. Polk and
Company 1953:290, 1956:316, 1957:360, 1959:25, 206). By this period, the section of canal
facing the toll house was drained and grass covered (see Figure 15). The most recent leasee was
8

The following list is a partial chronology of the toll house’s occupancy between 1946 and 1971, based on address
listings for 1217 Columbus Street in Ottawa city directories. The toll house’s address had been changed from 1223
to 1217 Columbus Street at some point between 1939 and 1946.
1946
1949
1950-1
1953-7

William G. Luce, Barber (R. L. Polk and Company 1946:238)
Leroy Starkey, Sporting Goods (R. L. Polk and Company 1949:293)
Vacant (R. L. Polk and Company 1950:290, 1951:291)
Herbert Hendricks, Hendrick’s Home Improvement (R. L. Polk and Company 1953:290,
1956:316, 1957:360)
1959
Oscar F. Olson. Olson Roofing and Siding Company (R. L. Polk and Company 1959:25, 206)
1961
Richard’s Lawn Mowers (R. L. Polk and Company 1961:23)
1962-6 Vacant (R. L. Polk and Company 1962:22, 1964:23, 1965:23, 1966:22)
1967
J. D. Electric (R. L. Polk and Company 1967:40)
1969
Vacant (R. L. Polk and Company 1968:40)
1970
No listing (R. L. Polk and Company 1970:34)
1971
Gulbronson Barber Shop (R. L. Polk and Company 1971:23)
10

John Gulbronson, who used the building as a barbershop between 1971 and 1995. The toll house
has sat vacant since 1996 (Krupka 1990:42-44; R. L. Polk and Company 1971:35).
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Figure 2. A wood-engraving of the eastern terminus of the Illinois and Michigan Canal in Chicago, published in Harper's
Weekly July 22, 1871. The front-gabled building on the extreme right is the Chicago collector’s office, one of four toll stations
that were eventually established along the canal.
12

Figure 3. Detail of Figure 1, showing the Chicago collector's office. Although not identical,
this building and the Ottawa Toll House (as originally constructed) share a number of
important characteristics, including: a relatively small size; a low-sloped, front-gabled roof;
and close eaves. The two-story building situated to the left of the office may represent the
collector’s residence, with a maintenance shed in between.
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Figure 4. Detail of chromolithograph entitled “Bird’s-Eye View of Ottawa, Illinois” (1895). This view illustrates the toll house
between LaSalle and Columbus Street bridges on the south side of the Canal. The south elevation and roof of the toll house
are barely visible. Although the Sanborn fire insurance maps suggest that the wood house was present by this time, it does not
appear to be illustrated on this view (from Krupka 1990).
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Figure 5. The Ottawa Toll House and environs, as shown by the 1888 Sanborn fire insurance map. The earliest Sanborn
available for Ottawa, this map shows the toll house situated within the canal right-of-way, immediately west of the Columbus
Street draw bridge. Originally, the toll house was reportedly located one block west, adjacent to the LaSalle Street bridge,
which appears at the far left of the figure. Aside from the toll house itself, the Ottawa collector’s station also included a singlestory, frame outbuilding. On this particular map, this outbuilding is designated as a wood house.
15

Figure 6. The Ottawa Toll House and environs, as shown by the 1891 Sanborn fire
insurance map.
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Figure 7. The Ottawa Toll House and environs, as shown by the 1898 Sanborn fire
insurance map.
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Figure 8. The Ottawa Toll House and environs, as shown by the 1907 Sanborn fire
insurance map.
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Figure 9. The Ottawa Toll House and environs, as shown by the 1913 Sanborn fire
insurance map.
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Figure 10. The Ottawa Toll House and environs, as shown by the 1925 Sanborn fire
insurance map.
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Figure 11. The Ottawa Toll House and environs, as shown by the 1949 Sanborn fire
insurance map. By this date, the wood house/shed shown on the earlier Sanborn maps had
been demolished.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the 1925 Sanborn map (left) and 1949 Sanborn (right) showing relocation of the toll house a short
distance south from its original location between those dates. This relocation was confirmed archaeologically (see Figures 2021 and 45).
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Figure 13. The earliest known photographic view of the Ottawa Toll House is this suspected middle 1920s photograph which
looks south across the Illinois and Michigan Canal. Extending across the north gable-end of the toll house is a sign reading
“Collector’s Office.” Above the sign is what appears to be a flagpole. The dark shadow at the extreme right of the photograph
is suspected to be the east end of the wood house/shed. McGowan (1997:2) incorrectly notes that this photograph suggests
that the building illustrated in this photograph has additions on both the south and west elevations and thus does not illustrate
the Ottawa Toll House. It is our contention that McGowan (1997) had difficulty with the depth of field in this photograph. A
comparison of this photograph with the early-twentieth century Sanborn fire insurance maps clearly indicates that the south
and west “additions” mentioned by McGowan (1997) are the residential structures immediately south of the toll house
property (from Krupka 1990).
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Figure 14. A ca. 1935 photograph of the toll house. By this date, the building had been shifted 14' south of its original
Columbus Street location, away from the canal tow path. Nonetheless, the exterior of the building seems to have remained
appreciably unchanged from its ca. 1872 appearance. City directories suggest that the toll house was vacant at the time this
photograph was taken (I & M Canal Vertical File, Reddick Library).
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Figure 15. A ca. 1959 photograph looking east down the now dry and grass-covered Illinois and Michigan Canal bed. The
Ottawa Toll House appears on the far right. The principal changes to the building shown by this photograph are addition of
an exterior doorway on the west elevation and the apparent removal of the chimney at the south gable end (from Krupka
1990).
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Ottawa Toll House is a small, front-gabled, frame commercial building that is believed
to have been constructed as an Illinois and Michigan Canal collector’s office ca. 1849. At the
time it was constructed, the building was one of only four collector’s offices then in operation
along the canal. These toll collector’s stations played an integral –if unglamorous— role in the
canal’s day-to-day operations, collecting the revenue that was the canal’s lifeblood. The Ottawa
Toll House is the only collector’s office that is known to have survived. The building also
represents one of only two canal-related structures that have survived in Ottawa, the other being
the impressive Fox River aqueduct. Both of these structures are cited in the National Register of
Historic Places nomination for the Illinois and Michigan Canal (Schroer et al. 1963). Although
modified through the years and possibly relocated one block east of its original site, the toll house
retains its essential form, orientation, and approximate site location. The period of significance
for the toll house is 1849 (the suspected date of construction of the building) to 1926 (the date
that the toll house was closed). These dates cover the entire period during which the toll house is
believed to have been actively used as a collector’s office.

SETTING AND SITE CONDITIONS
Spatial Organization and Landscape: The Ottawa Toll House is situated along the south side of
the Illinois Michigan Canal, at the northwest corner of Canal and Columbus streets in Ottawa.
The building lies within the south 90’ of the canal right-of-way, immediately south –and slightly
down-slope—from the canal tow path. The block of Canal Street running west of the toll house
is now utilized as a driveway and parking lot for Oogie’s Restaurant. River birch have been
planted at regular intervals between Oogie’s parking lot and the tow path. That portion of the
canal that passes through Ottawa has been completely drained of water and is now grass covered,
as is the associated tow path.
Outbuildings: Sanborn fire insurance maps from 1888, 1891, 1898, 1907, 1913, and 1925 show a
single-story, frame outbuilding located approximately 30’ west of the toll house. The 1888, 1891,
and 1898 maps label this outbuilding as a wood house,9 while the 1907 Sanborn map simply notes
it as a “shed”. The 1913 and 1925 Sanborn maps depict the shed, but do not indicate its function.
Documentary evidence suggests that this outbuilding was constructed at some point between
1872 (the probably date of the toll house’s relocation from LaSalle to Columbus Street) and
1888, although it is also possible that the structure may have been associated with the earlier
collector’s station at LaSalle Street and was moved along with the toll house. Scaling off the
Sanborn maps, the outbuilding appears to have measured approximately 15’ (north/south) by 25’
(east/west). Although these maps do not indicate roof lines, the building’s orientation suggests
that the ridge ran east/west, parallel to the Illinois and Michigan Canal (as indicated in Figure 13).
During its active use, the wood house/shed would have provided ancillary storage space for the
9

The Sanborn maps simply use the abbreviation “W. HO.” to identify this outbuilding. It is assumed that this
abbreviation identifies the building as a wood house.
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toll house (particularly for fuel such as cord wood) and may also have been utilized in
maintenance work on the Columbus Street draw bridge. The structure was demolished at some
point between the publications of the 1925 and 1949 Sanborn maps. Although Kreisa (1996)
suggests that there is little potential for the archaeological integrity of the woodhouse, the recent
test excavations at the site conducted by Fever River Research suggest that there is a good
potential for intact subsurface remains of this structure buried at this site.
A privy is also presumed to have been associated with the toll house during its early years
of occupation (See Krupka 1990). The existence and location of such a structure, however, can
not be determined from the documentary sources that are available. The Sanborn fire insurance
maps, while providing a wealth of structural information, do not illustrate privies. In all
likelihood, this feature (or features) may be located beneath the existing Oogies Restaurant
parking lot.
Wells, Cisterns: Wells and/or cisterns are ubiquitous features on nineteenth-century sites, and it
has been presumed that the toll house had one or both at one time (see Krupka 1990). The
limited archaeological testing and structural investigations conducted on site to date have not
detected a well or cistern. Given the commercial nature of the site, it is possible that there never
was a well or cistern associated with the toll house. Unlike a domestic structure, which required
large amounts of water on a daily basis (for drinking, washing, and cooking), the toll house’s
water requirements would have primarily been limited to a daily supply of drinking water for the
toll collector and his clerk and an occasional bucket of water for cleaning the premises –a small
amount that might have been obtained from a nearby public or private well rather than a well on
site. The 1891 and 1898 Sanborn fire insurance maps of Ottawa both depict an “artesion well”
located on LaSalle Street between Canal Avenue and Superior Street, one block west of the toll
house, that may have been utilized.
Fences, Walls: There are no historic fences or walls presently surrounding the toll house, and
none of the historic photographs and maps depicting the site indicate that such landscape features
were ever present.
Driveways, Sidewalks: The toll house has a 4’-2”-wide stone sidewalk that extends across its
north gable end in its present location. This walk, which may have been associated with the
original front entrance to the building in its more forward location, probably dates to the
building’s relocation in 1872. Three large, tabular, limestone slabs comprise the sidewalk. These
slabs are relatively uniform in size (4’-2”x5’-2”, 4’-2”x6’-2”, and 4’-2”x6’-2”). Figure 14 shows
the sidewalk as it appeared ca. 1935. Its present condition is shown in Figure 17.
A short, poured-concrete sidewalk extends from the east side of the toll house to the
public sidewalk running along Columbus Street. This sidewalk is associated with the existing
entrance to the toll house (which is not original) and was poured within recent decades (see
Figure 17).
Vegetation, Plantings: There are no historic site plantings at the toll house. Historic photographs
indicate that the area immediately surrounding the building was devoid of trees and shrubbery
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until recent decades. Presently, there is a line of river birch running west of the toll house, parallel
to the canal.
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Figure 16. Site plan of the Ottawa Toll House (1998).
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HISTORIC AND EXISTING CONDITIONS
DESCRIPTION OF EXTERIOR
Overall Dimensions: As originally constructed the toll house measured approximately 16’-2-1/2”
(east/west) by 24’-5-1/2” (north/south). The non-original siding on the building has added several
inches to the exterior dimensions, increasing them to approximately 16’-5” by 24’-9”.
Foundations: At the time of the present investigations, the north half of the structure rested on
disturbed stone foundation walls while the south half of the building rested on more recent poured
concrete foundation walls. Upon closer inspection, it became clear that the stone portion of the
foundations represented the south half of a foundation system, and the newer concrete
foundations abutted two disturbed corners constructed of stone. With this in mind, we speculated
that, perchance, the structure had been moved slightly south of its original Columbus Street
location. Measuring from what we suspected was the original southwest corner of the building
(as indicated by the stone corner at this location), we excavated a single one-meter by two-meter
test excavation unit in hopes of uncovering the northwest corner of the structure prior to its move
to the south. Although this area had been shovel tested by PSAP, at approximately 50-60cm
below the existing surface we encountered the substantial remains of a stone wall (and intact
corner). At this depth, the fill along the north side of the foundation appears to represent the
remains of a gravel driveway (or tow path?) and suggests that the pre-1920 ground surface lies at
least 50cm below the existing grade (at least along the crest of the canal walls). With this
information in hand, we took a closer look at the Sanborn fire insurance maps and determined that
the toll house building appears to have shifted south on these maps between the publication of the
1925 and 1949 maps. Similarly, the ca. 1935 photograph seems to suggest that the building had
already been relocated by this time.
The original foundations beneath the toll house are constructed of regularly-coursed,
rough-cut, tabular limestone and measure 1’-7” to 1’-8” in thickness. These foundations are quite
substantial, particularly for a building as small as the toll house.10 When the building was
relocated 14’ south sometime between circa 1925 and 1935, a 10”-thick, poured-concrete
perimeter foundation was constructed beneath that portion of the structure overhanging the
original stone foundations. At the same time, a concrete foundation was poured beneath the north
wall of the structure, perpendicular to the original stone perimeter foundations, and that portion
of the original cellar lying north of the wall was filled with soil and miscellaneous debris.
Walls: The oldest siding present on the toll house are beveled, circular-sawn, clapboards with a
4” exposure. Although this siding dates to the middle-to-late nineteenth century, it is not known
whether or not it represents the original siding on the toll house. The fact that these clapboards
are circular-sawn rather than vertical-sawn (like the original framing system, interior paneling, and
10

It is possible that the builders of this structure were concerned about the stability of the soils forming the levee on
which the toll house was built.
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trim) presents the possibility that it was installed at a later date –perhaps when the toll house’s
present roof was constructed ca. 1872. The clapboards were later overlaid with asphalt siding. A
comparison of the 1935 and 1959 photographs of the buildings indicate that the new siding was
added between those dates (see Figures 14 and 15). More recently, different siding materials have
been applied on the south and west sides of the building. The exposed siding on the south side is
3/8”-thick fiberboard, while that on the west is 5/8” plywood. The fiberboard and plywood are
believed to have been added during the period that John R. Gulbronson leased the building (19721990). An advertisement for Gulbronson’s barbershop is stenciled onto fiberboard siding on the
south side of the building (see Figure 18).
Structural System, Framing: The structural system of the toll house represents of mixture of
timber-frame and balloon-frame construction and incorporates local hard-wood stock with
imported northern white pine. The sill plates are hand-hewn oak and are mortised together at the
corners (see Figure 34). The north and south sill plates are one-piece and measure approximately
7”x7”, while those on the east and west measure 8x9” and are composed of two pieces that are
joined with a pegged, half-lap joint. The floor joists run north/south, parallel to the long axis of
the building, and have their outer ends notched around the north and south sill plates. The
opposite ends of the joists are carried on a central hand-hewn, oak beam. This beam measures
7”x7” and has its ends mortised into the east and west sill plates11 (see Figure 35 and 44).
The walls of the toll house are framed with 2”x4” and 3”x4’, vertical-sawn, unsurfaced,
white pine studs set 1’-4” on-center. The larger studs flank the original door and window
openings, while the smaller studs fill the intervening space. The lower ends of the studs are
mortised into the sill plate, while their upper ends are nailed to a 2”x6”, white pine ceiling or
rafter plate. This plate carries the ceiling joists (which are variably-sized 1-3/4” to 2”x5-1/2” to
5-3/4”, vertical-sawn white pine set 1’-4” on-center) as well as the original rafters (see Figure 27).
The original rafters are 2”x4”, vertical-sawn, unsurfaced oak and have been placed on 1’4” centers (see Figure 36). The original roof sheathing varies in size between 3/4” and 7/8” in
thickness and 1’ to 1’-6” in width and is set with a 1-1/4” to 2-1/2” space between the boards.
The sheathing is vertical-sawn and appears to represent local softwood or white pine. The
original roof covering consists of hand-split and smoothed/draw-knifed (or rived; not sawn) oak
shingles. Resting directly on top of the original roof is a second generation roof that is framed
with 2”x3-3/4” to 4”, unsurfaced, white pine rafters that have been edged with a circular saw but
planked with a vertical reciprocating saw. The second generation rafters were placed on 2’-0”
centers and are joined together by a white pine ridge board that measures 1-1/8”x5” in size (see
Figure 38). The roof sheathing on the second roof is circular-sawn white pine and varies between
8” and 11” in width. Although some of the sheathing is unedged, the majority of this sheathing
appears to have been edged square. Although inaccessible, the second generation roof probably
was covered with circular-sawn oak shingles. There is also some evidence of the north gable-end
wall of the toll house being rebuilt/repaired at the same time that the second-generation roof
system was added (see Figure 37).
11

Located on the underside of this support beam are four relatively uniformly spaced, 2”x6-8” mortise holes.
These mortise holes may indicate that a frame partition may once have been present separating the basement into a
north and south room. It may also suggest simply that this beam was reused from an earlier structure.
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The fact that all of the original framing system in the toll house is either hand-hewn or
vertically sawn suggests that the structure was probably erected prior to circa 1860. Circular
saws came into use at a later date than reciprocating vertical-saws, and it was not until the late
1850s that circular-sawn lumber was readily available in northern Illinois. Even after this date,
vertical saws continued to be used, and it is not uncommon to find both circular-sawn and
vertical-sawn stock in buildings erected in the 1850s and 1860s. Universal use of vertical-sawn
lumber in the framing of a given building, however, is rare after 1860. A pre-1860 construction
date is also suggested by the use of locally procured oak for the sills and rafters in the toll house.
Although oak was utilized for sill construction and other heavy-duty jobs late into the nineteenth
century, it was used less frequently for smaller dimensional stock such as studs or rafters once
white pine lumber (which was cheaper, more plentiful, and easier to work with than oak) began to
flood the Illinois market during the late 1840s and 1850s –a process that was accelerated by the
opening of the Illinois and Michigan Canal. These transitions in saw technology and species
exploitation are evidenced in the materials used to construct the two roofs on the toll house.12
Porches, Stoops, Balconies, Bulkheads: None of the historic maps and photos of the toll house
show a porch or covered stoop associated with the toll house, nor is there any obvious structural
evidence of such a feature. However, it should be noted that the presence or absence of such a
feature can not be determined with complete assurance without the removal of the non-original
exterior siding materials. It is possible that a nail pattern or “ghost” image indicating a covered
porch or stoop —pre-dating the historic photographs and maps of the building-- may be present
on the clapboard siding. Due to the raised character of the south elevation, and the presence of a
door at this location on the original structure, it is probable that a landing or porch was once
located on the rear (south) elevation. More structural investigation looking for evidence of this
feature should be done when the rehabilitation/restoration of this structure is undertaken.
As originally constructed, the toll house did have an exterior cellar bulkhead along its west
side. This bulkhead measured 3’-1/2” wide and extended an unknown distance from the building.
It is presumed that this bulkhead was infilled when the building was relocated 14’ south of its
original location ca. 1925-1935 (see Figures 32 and 45).
Chimneys: The toll house originally had a central-apex brick chimney that presumably vented an
interior heating stove. The pipe from this stove extended up through the ceiling into the base of
the chimney, which was supported by a simple, small wood platform on the upper surface of the
ceiling joists. This platform, and the hole that exists through both the ceiling and roof, are still
present (see Figures 24 and 25). This chimney was removed ca. 1872, following the construction
of the new roof (see Figure 47). At this time, a new interior brick chimney, measuring 1’-4”x1’12

The transitions in building materials and sawing technology that are discussed here are primarily based on the
investigators’ personal experience in examining other nineteenth-century buildings in Illinois and their knowledge
of the milling industry in different regions of the state. It is not possible to cite one or two published sources that
discuss these transitions in depth and place them within a context of building construction, although Floyd
Mansberger does have a draft report entitled “Lumber Technology and Availability: Notes on the Use of Wood
Construction Materials in Early Illinois” (report on file at Fever River Research) that undertakes this task.
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7-1/2”, was constructed along the south gable-end wall of the toll house.13 Unlike the original
chimney, the new stack extended into the first floor of the building. Rather than resting on the
floor, however, it was suspended nearly 6’ above the floor by means of 1”x12” planks nailed to
the wall studs (see Figures 26 and 47). This chimney appears in photographs that were taken of
the toll house in 1926 and 1935, but seems to have been torn down by the time the building was
photographed in 1959 (see Figures 13, 14, and 15).
Openings:
Doorways and Doors: Originally, the toll house had exterior doorways centrally located
in both its north and south elevations. The north doorway faced the canal towpath and
thus functioned as the principal entrance through which toll-related business was
presumably conducted (see Figure 22). Although the south doorway fronted Canal
Avenue, it may have functioned more as a rear door than a business entrance, given that
the majority of the visitors to the office would have been coming via the canal rather than
from town. The secondary importance of the south doorway is evident from the fact that
it was infilled in order to construct the new chimney ca. 1872 (see Figures 46 and 47).
Due to the topographic setting and relatively raised character of the southern elevation, it
is suspected that a porch or landing was once associated with the rear (southern)
entranceway.
Following the enclosing of the southern doorway, the only exterior entrance in the
toll house was the central doorway in the north elevation --a situation that remained
unchanged as late as 1935 (see Figure 14). A 1959 photograph, however, shows that a
second doorway was eventually added on the west elevation of the toll house, by
expanding an original window opening (see Figure 15). In recent decades, the north
doorway was converted into a window opening, while the doorway on the west was
infilled altogether. In their place, an all new doorway was added on the east, facing
Columbus Street. These modifications are believed to have been effected by John
Gulbronson after he leased the building in 1972. Considering the amount of change the
doorways have undergone, it is not surprising that none of the original doors have
survived. Given the date at which the toll house was constructed, the original doors are
suspected to have been four-paneled. As is seen in Figure 14, a four-paneled door was
present in the north entrance at the time the toll house ceased being used as a collector’s
office. Based on the few historic door casing remnants that have survived, the original
exterior doors measured approximately 2’-6” to 2’-8”x6’-10”.14
Windows: The original toll house appears to have had seven window openings. The
13

The relationship between the demolition of the old chimney and the construction of the new roof is established
by the fact that the latter does not have a cut out for a stack over the original chimney location. In order for that
roof to have been constructed, the original chimney had to be taken down. A chimney was still required for
venting a stove, however, and it was at this time that the suspended chimney on the south gable-end wall was
constructed. This second chimney was constructed after the infilling of the south doorway.
14

The exact dimensions of the original doorways are difficult to determine due to the fact their casings have
largely been removed. Part of the casing for the north doorway is still in place, however.
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north and south elevations each had two windows, which were separated by the doorways
there. Two other windows were located on the west elevation, while a single window was
present on the west.15 The ca. 1935 photograph of the toll house indicates that the north
windows were still in place at that time. The southern windows, although not visible in
the photograph, probably would have been in use at the time (since the sash are still
present); and it is suspected that the window on the east was still in use as well. During
the middle-to-late twentieth century, however, nearly all of the original windows were
either framed-in or converted into doorways. The two western windows were framed-in,
as was the northern of the two western windows. As mentioned above, by 1959 the other
window on the west was converted into a doorway, only to be framed-in at a later date.
In time, the east window was also converted into a doorway that now constitutes the sole
entrance to the building. The two windows on the south were not infilled, but were
eventually blocked off from the outside by the exterior fiberboard siding. As with the
door modifications, the majority of these window alterations are relatively recent and are
suspected to have been done during John Gulbronson’s occupation of the building.
The ca. 1935 photograph of the toll house indicates that the windows were cased
with plain trim and had a narrow, unmolded drip cap on the exterior. The photograph also
shows that the sash were double-hung with six-over-six lights (see Figure 14). The
southern two windows have had their original sash replaced; the western of these has
double-hung sash with two-over-two lights, while the eastern has double-hung sash with
four-over-four lights (see Figures 28 and 55).
At the time the toll house was finally vacated in 1995, only two windows were in
active use. One of these is a small window that is located adjacent to the original doorway
on the north side of the building. The other window is a large (4’-5-1/2”x5’-7”) “storefront” window located on the east side of the building. Both windows date to the middleto-late twentieth century (and post-date the period of significance of the building).
Roof:
Shape, Covering, Material: The toll house has had two generations of roofs, both of
which are low-sloped and front-gabled. The original roof had close eaves and was
covered with hand split (or rived) wood shingles. The existing roof is believed to have
been constructed ca. 1872, following the toll house’s relocation to Columbus Street, and
was constructed directly on top of the original roof.16 . Initially, this replacement roof
15

It is not known why exactly there was only one window on the east end of the building, when the other
elevations each had two windows. It is possible that the collector hoped to reduce the level of noise on the adjacent
street (first LaSalle and then Columbus) from entering the building. Even with the one window, the collector and
his assistant still had a clear view of the traffic heading west along the canal and tow path.
16

This construction date is suggested by the materials used to build the new roof (consisting of a combination of
both vertical- and circular-sawn white pine affixed with machine-cut nails) and by the history of the collector’s
station at Ottawa. Admittedly, these same building materials remained prevalent into the 1890s, and it is possible
that the roof could have been added at any point between 1860 and 1900. Yet, it is plausible that the collector saw
fit to build a new roof following the office’s relocation from LaSalle to Columbus Street ca. 1872 (if that relocation
ever took place), with the relocation providing an incentive for a structural remodeling. With their shallow depth,
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most likely was covered with circular-sawn wood shingles. Currently, the east slope of
the roof is covered with asbestos shingles, while the west slope has rolled composition
roofing. Asbestos tile coping is present along the ridge line.
Cornice, Eaves: The original rafters in the toll house are cut flush with the exterior wall
plane. As such, the building initially had close eaves, with the only overhang being from
the wood shingles covering the roof. These close eaves are another aspect of the toll
house that is suggestive of a pre-1860 construction date. Gable-roofed structures
constructed post-1860 typically have deeper eaves, such as those seen on the toll house’s
second-generation roof. It is of interest that the 1871 engraving of the Chicago toll house
(see Figures 2 and 3) portrays that structure as having close eaves and a low-sloped, frontgabled roof nearly identical to the Ottawa Toll House, as it was originally constructed.
The present roof on the toll house has open, 1’-2”-deep eaves with enclosed rafter
ends. The soffit is enclosed with three boards, while the fascia board is a nominal-sized
1”x6”. Shingle and bed moldings are present as well. Rake trim, measuring 1’ in width is
present along the gable ends, but is currently obscured by the non-original siding materials
covering the toll house. This rake trim appears in the middle 1920s photograph of the toll
house (see Figure 13).
Dormers, Cupolas, Towers: None of these features are present on the toll house, nor have they
ever been.
Additions: The toll house has had no additions made to it and thus retains its original footprint
(although the building itself has been shifted on site).

DESCRIPTION OF INTERIOR
Floor Plans:
First Floor Description: As originally constructed, the first floor of the toll house is
believed to have consisted of a single unpartitioned room measuring 23’-6-1/2”x15’-31/2” (Room 101) in size (see Figure 39)17 Exterior access to this room was provided by a
central doorway located in both the north and south gable-end walls. A heating stove
would have been located near the center of the room and vented through a central
chimney suspended in the attic above . Whenever the present roof was constructed, the
southern doorway was enclosed allowing for the construction of a suspended brick
chimney in the southern gable end wall (which replaced the original central apex chimney).

the original close eaves would not have provided as much protection for the side walls against rain as the present
eaves do.
17

The room dimensions provided in this report are consistently north/south by east/west.
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Circa 1910-1920,18 several small rooms were partitioned off the open interior plan. The
only one of these rooms still existing consists of a small room (Room 102) partitioned off
the southeast corner of Room 101. This room was created by using 3/4”-thick, tongueand-groove paneling attached to narrow nailers on the ceiling and floor.19 Room 102 is
suspected to have always served as a bathroom and would have replaced whatever
outdoor privy may have previously been in use (see Figures 40-42).
As mentioned above, sometime after 1910-1920, the first floor of the toll house
was partitioned into several small rooms. The ghosts of many of these partition walls are
present on the side walls and particularly the plank ceiling (see Figure 30, 42). Although
multiple episodes of partition walls are present, the chronology of these partitions,
however, is difficult to determine.20 Figure 42 is a reflected ceiling plan showing the
different paint lines that indicate former wall locations. It appears as though these walls
divided the first floor into three principal rooms, from north to south. Room 102
remained intact, however. During Mr. Gulbronson’s lease of the property, these earlier
partitions were removed, opening up the majority of the first floor into one large room
(Room 103). A small room (Room 104), potentially used as storage, was constructed to
the west side of Room 102 (see Figures 23 and 41).
Basement/Cellar Description: The original cellar (Room 001) measured approximately
21’-2”x13’-0” and extended beneath the full extent of the toll house. The original access
to the cellar was provided via an interior stairway (located in the northeast corner of the
building) as well the exterior bulkhead entrance discussed above (see Figures 31 and 32).
The stairway located in the northeast corner of the cellar appears to have been covered by
a simple trap door. This cellar was quite substantial and suggests that storage space was a
concern for the toll collector –although what materials might have been stored there is
open to speculation. Mortise pockets located on the underside of the central support
beam overhead suggests that a frame partition wall may have originally separated the
cellar into two rooms. Unfortunately, little other information about this partition wall is
evident.
When the toll house was moved 14’ south of its original location in ca. 1925-1935,
the northern 13’-5” of the original cellar was infilled and sealed off with a 10”-thick
poured concrete wall that was part of the new foundation system. At the same time, a
new 13’-3”x14’-5” cellar room (Room 002) was excavated directly south of the original
cellar. Access between Room 002 and the part of Room 001 that remained in use was
18

The exact date at which these rooms were constructed is difficult to determine. Based on the wire nails and type
of paneling used to frame Room 102, this interior remodeling is suspected to have occurred during the early years
of the twentieth century. A more exact dating might be obtained through require paint analysis.
19

The construction date for Room 102 is suggested by the character of the paneling itself and the fact that it was
applied using wire-drawn nails.
20

The removal of the carpeting, linoleum, and multiple wood floors on the first floor should reveal additional
evidence of the wall locations, as nail patterns and “ghost” images of the walls should be seen on the wood
flooring.
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made possible by tearing out much of the stone foundation wall separating them. Around
the same time, a new stairway was constructed in the southwest corner of Room 002 (see
Figures 44 and 45).
The cellar has not been actively used for many years, and at present the only access
to it is through a small window opening on the west side of Room 002. Krupka (1990:70)
suggests that the cellar was not used by John Gulbronson during his occupancy (19721990). Much of the space in the cellar is taken up by two large (approximately 3’x10’) tin
tanks that may be associated with a commercial operation pre-dating Gulbronson’s.
Stairways: Throughout its history, the toll house has had two interior stairways allowing access
between the ground floor and the cellar below. Only one of these stairways was in use at any one
time, however. Based on the character and use of the toll house, as well as the absence of a stair
hall, both stairways are believed to have been accessed via trap doors in the floor and probably
consisted of a single, open flight of steps. Neither stairway is extant, and the only evidence of
their existence are their framed-in openings in the floor.
The original cellar stairway was located in the northeast corner of Room 101 and had a 2’6”x4’-8” opening in the floor. This stairway appears to have risen from south to north. 21 During
the early-to-middle twentieth century, the earlier stairway was removed and a new one (accessed
by a small trap door) was constructed in the southwest corner of the building. This change may
have been initiated by the relocation of the toll house 14’ further south ca. 1925-1935.
Flooring: The toll house has three episodes of tongue-and-groove wood flooring overlying the
original floor joists. The original flooring is white pine that varies between 7/8” and 1-1/4” in
thickness and 5” to 7” in width. Due to this variability in thickness, the underside of some of the
flooring had to be adzed off where it intersected with a joist in order to provide a level floor
surface. The second layer of flooring is 3/4”x5” white pine, while the third layer is 3/4” yellow
pine. Three layers of “Linoleum” has been applied over the top of the upper wood floor. The
cellar has a dirt floor.
Wall and Ceiling Finishes: The exterior walls on the first floor of the toll house are covered with
1/2”x5-1/4”, vertical-sawn, tongue-and-groove, white pine paneling that is laid horizontally (see
Figure 43). The same type of paneling has been used on the ceiling. This paneling presents an
interesting alternative to lath and plaster and may reflect the commercial character of the toll
house (paneling being able to take more wear and tear than plaster). Over the years, the walls and
ceilings have been covered with multiple coats of paint. During the middle to late nineteenth
century, the walls were covered with thin plywood panels, and the ceiling was covered with
fiberboard. During Gulbronson’s occupancy, a drop ceiling was also installed. The walls of
Room 102 are framed with vertical 3/4”x5-1/4”, tongue-and-groove paneling. The walls and
ceiling in the cellar are unfinished.
Decorative Features and Trim: Much of the original interior window and door trim has been
21

The direction of the stairway is indicated by the angle at which the southern header framing in the stair opening
is cut.
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removed through the course of remodeling. The trim around the south windows largely remains
intact, however. These windows are cased with unmolded pine trim measuring 7/8”x4-1/2”. At
one time, there was a smaller trim piece, measuring 1/2”x1”, circuiting the outside edge of the
main trim; this narrow trim has been removed from both windows, leaving only a paint line behind
as evidence of its existence. The baseboard in the toll house is 1”x6” vertical-sawn white pine.
Openings:
Doorways and Doors: Lacking interior partitions, the toll house originally had no interior
doors. The two interior doors now present in the building are modern hollow-core
replacements.
Windows: The windows measure 2’-4-1/4”x4’-6” and have sills located 2’-1” above the
original floor level. At present, the only original window openings that still have sash are
the two windows on the south elevation. Each window has window sash with a slightly
different molding profile. It is not known which of the two window sash, if either,
represent the circa 1870s sash used in the building.
Hardware: The toll house was framed using machine-cut nails. None of the original door and
window hardware has survived.
Mechanical Equipment:
Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation: The toll house would have originally been heated
with a wood and/or coal burning stove. This stove was initially vented through the central
chimney and, later on, through the suspended chimney along the south gable-end wall (see
Figures 24-26 and 39-40). Given the relatively small size of the building, its low ceiling
height, and its unpartitioned character, one stove would have provided sufficient heat
throughout the winter. In time, coal probably supplanted wood as the fuel source. The
heat source that immediately superseded the coal stove is not known.
Most recently, the building has been heated and cooled with a “Tempco” wall
furnace and cooling unit. This unit is situated along the west wall of the building and was
probably installed during the 1960s or 1970s.
Lighting: The toll house would have initially been illuminated with oil and/or keroseneburning lamps or similar apparatus. Being situated in an urban setting, the building was
probably wired early in the twentieth century. Knob-and-tube wiring is still present in the
attic and suggestive of the early twentieth century wiring system.
Plumbing: As most nineteenth-century buildings, the toll house was not originally
equipped with interior plumbing. Water requirements were met through the use of well
and/or cistern (either on site or public). Similarly, an outdoor privy answered the sanitary
needs of the collector and his assistants. The date at which interior plumbing was installed
in the building is unknown, although it is suspected to have occurred ca. 1910-1920 –the
period during which Room 102 is believed to have been framed out. A toilet, sink, and
water heater are currently located in Room 102.
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Figure 17. Exterior view of the toll house, looking southwest. The present doorway is a converted window opening.
Originally, the toll house was entered through a central door in the north gable-end wall.
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Figure 18. Exterior view of the toll house, looking northwest. Note the advertisement for Gulbronson's Barbershop on the
rear (south) wall of the building.
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Figure 19. Exterior view of the toll house, looking southeast. The person at the left of the
photo is the process of excavating the 1x2 meter test unit that located the northeast corner
of the original stone foundation circuit. A comparison of the Sanborn fire insurance maps
suggested that the toll house had been moved a short distance to the south between 1925
and 1949. The presence of the filled in cellar along the north side of the existing building
was also suggested by the depression in front of the building.
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Figure 20. Two views of the initial excavation of Test 1 at the Ottawa Toll House. This test excavation unit was located at this
spot in hopes of uncovering the remains of the northwest corner of the building prior to its move during the early twentieth
century.
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Figure 21. Two views of Test 1, after exposing the northwest corner of the toll house, as represented by this large stone
foundation wall.
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Figure 22. Interior view of the toll house, looking northwest. Note the paneled character of
the interior and the infilled door and window openings. The center opening in the north
wall (which now holds a window) represents one of the two original doorways to the
building. The new studs seen along the west wall in the photograph are believed to have
been laid up during John Gulbronson’s occupancy in an attempt to rectify the outward
deflection of the original wall.
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Figure 23. Interior view of the toll house, looking southwest. The interior is believed to
have remained unpartitioned until ca. 1910-1920, when minimally a bathroom (Room 102)
was added in the southeast corner. The vertical paneling at the left of the photograph is
the north wall of Room 102. The wall in the center of the photo separates Rooms 103 and
104 and is believed to have been constructed by John Gulbronson when the building was
converted into a barbershop ca. 1972.
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Figure 24. Detail of the tongue-and-groove, white pine paneling that covers the ceilings. The infilled cut-out in the ceiling is
the opening through which the original heating stove was vented. The stove pipe passed through the ceiling into a brick
chimney, which began in the attic.
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Figure 25. Photograph of the attic showing the location of the original brick chimney
associated with the toll house. The planks seen in the foreground running parallel to the
ceiling joists supported the base of the chimney. This chimney was demolished when the
present roof was constructed ca. 1872.
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Figure 26. Detail of the south wall of the toll house. The area that is devoid of paneling in
the left-center of the photograph indicates the location of the suspended brick chimney that
was constructed ca. 1872. The cut-outs in the paneling to either side of the chimney mark
the location of the original south entrance to the toll house, which had to be infilled in
order or the chimney to be erected.
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Figure 27. Interior wall detail showing the overhang of the rafter plate. The portion of the plate that extends beyond the wall
plate has been neatly trimmed out to match the paneled walls and ceiling.
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Figure 28. Interior view showing the southwest corner of the toll house. The window
shown in the photograph is one of only two original window openings in the building (both
of which are located in the south wall) that have not been framed in over time. The sash
that are present in these windows, however, are replacements. Originally, the building had
double-hung sash with six-over-six lights.
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Figure 29. Detail of the trim and casing associated with the window shown in Figure 28.
The unpainted area around the edge of the trim is believed to have been left over by ½”x1”
trim circuiting the window trim. This narrower trim was probably removed when the
interior walls were covered with fiberboard panels.
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Figure 30. Detail of the ceiling. The raised paint lines in the center indicate that location
of two removed walls. The date at which these wall were constructed is unknown, although
they are suspected to have been framed in sometime after 1926, following the closure of the
collector’s office at Ottawa
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Figure 31. Photograph taken in the cellar showing the infilled opening in the ceiling through which the original stairway was
accessed. This stairway was likely removed following the relocation of the toll house 14’ south ca. 1925-1935.
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Figure 32. Photograph showing the infilled bulkhead entrance to the cellar. As with the
original interior cellar stairway, the bulkhead is believed to have been infilled following the
relocation of the toll house 14’ south ca. 1925-1935.
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Figure 33. Detail of the stone foundations supporting the toll house. Distinctive
characteristics of the foundations include their thickness (1’-8”) and the tabular nature of
the limestone with which they are constructed
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Figure 34. Juncture of the south and west sill plates. Both sill plates are constructed of hand-hewn oak. Note the manner in
which the south sill (on left) is mortised into the west sill.
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Figure 35. View of the central beam supporting the floor joists. As with the sill plates, this beam is hand-hewn oak. Note the
manner in which the ends of the joists are butted together on top of the beam.
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Figure 36. Interior view of the attic, showing the ceiling joists and original rafters. The ceiling joists were produced from
northern white pine, while the rafters were sawn from locally-procured oak. Note the knob-and-tube wiring running
perpendicular to the ceiling joists. This wiring is suspected to have been installed during the early twentieth century.
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Figure 37. Detail of the framing associated with the north wall, as seen from the attic. The
manner in which the studs have been cut off and scabbed together suggests that the north
wall was rebuilt at some point in time –perhaps when the building was relocated to
Columbus Street ca. 1872. Note the “IIIV” chiseled into the stud in the foreground. Studs
and rafters were often marked with Roman numerals prior to construction so that they
would be put in the proper position when framing was actually undertaken. The fact that
this stud was the only framing member seen during the field investigation that was marked
with a Roman numeral suggests that it may have been salvaged from another building and
reused here.
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Figure 38. Photograph showing the two generations of roofs on the toll house. The rafters and sheathing associated with the
original roof appear towards the bottom of the photo. The present roof was constructed directly on top of the original and has
a ridge board. The cut-out seen in the original roof’s sheathing in this photograph marks the location at which the earlier
brick chimney exited the building.
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Figure 39. Ground floor of the Ottawa Toll House as originally constructed, circa 1848
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Figure 40. Ground floor plan of the Ottawa Toll House, circa 1910, following the addition of Room 102. Also note the
enclosure of the south entrance in order to allow the construction of a suspended brick chimney –a modification believed to
have taken place ca. 1872.
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Figure 41. Ground floor plan of the Ottawa Toll House showing existing conditions. Note the deflection of the east and west
walls that has occurred due to the deterioration of the sill plate
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Figure 42. Reflected ceiling plan of the first floor of the Ottawa Toll House, showing the locations of present and removed
partitions. Also shown are the holes through which electrical wiring has been fed down from the attic.
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Figure 43. Sectional view of the tongue-and-groove white pine paneling covering the walls and ceiling in the toll house.
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Figure 44. Floor joist plan illustrating the location of the two stair openings, as well as the configuration of the sill plate. Note
that the north sill has completely deteriorated (and little remains of the east sill).
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Figure 45. Cellar plan of the Ottawa Toll House, showing existing conditions. This figure illustrates the manner in which the
building was slid further south of its original foundation circuit and placed onto new concrete foundations ca. 1925-1935. The
northern half of the original cellar has been backfilled with debris.
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Figure 46. Sectional view of the Ottawa Toll House, looking south, showing as-built conditions. Note the close eaves.
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Figure 47. Cross-sectional view of the Ottawa Toll House, looking south, showing existing
conditions.
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TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
The objectives of any historic structure report is to identify the historic fabric of the
building under study, assess the integrity of the historic fabric of the structure, and make
recommendations as to the appropriate treatment of the historic resource. Whether a particular
element of the building is considered a part of the building’s historic fabric (or not) is dependent
on whether that particular element is associated with the period of significance of that building. If
a particular element of the building (such as the lighting fixtures or a particular partition wall)
post-dates the period of significance, it is not considered an historic element that contributes to
the significance of the property.
As with most historic buildings, there are several preservation options or treatment plans
that warrant discussion. Decisions for carrying out one treatment plan over the others is
dependent on multiple, interrelated factors that include, among other things, 1) prospective use of
the building (whether historic, residential or commercial), 2) existing integrity of the building, 3)
and available funds.
The least involved alternative is the NO ACTION plan. Although this option represents
the least costly alternative, it is the least effective with regard to the preservation of the historic
resource, ultimately leading to the demolition of the historic property due to continued neglect
Due to the deteriorated condition of the sill plate, the No Action plan will soon lead to the
collapse of this structure, and will have an Adverse Effect on the historic resource.
The second option (STABILIZATION) contemplates the stabilization and/or
preservation of the buildings in their current condition. This option includes all the necessary
work to repair damaged structural elements (such as the roof and open doorways) that threaten
the continued stability of and/or access to this historic structure. It does not entail sufficient work
to bring the building into compliance with current health and safety codes allowing for the use of
the building.
Option 3 contemplates the adaptive reuse or REHABILITATION of the structure.
Rehabilitation is the process of bringing the building to contemporary standards for a particular
use, and at the same time preserving the historic fabric of the structure. Whereas all work
performed on a building in this option should be performed in keeping with the Secretary of the
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, it does not entail returning the
building to a particular period in time. The rehabilitation of a building can be accomplished at
multiple levels. At the low end, the building is brought up to minimal health and safety standards
allowing it to function as a viable building in today’s society (probably as a rental residential
property). At the upper end, the building is rehabilitated to a level that not only brings it up to
current building codes, it also restores significant character-defining features of the property (such
as the replacement of period doors and mantels). It is the latter option that we refer to as
Rehabilitation/Restoration within the following discussion.
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The most involved and costly option is RESTORATION. This option entails the
removal of all non-historic elements, recreation of missing historic elements, and the return of the
building to a particular period in time. The duplication of missing elements (such as doors,
window casing, and fireplace mantels) using like materials is an expensive proposition due to the
high cost of skilled labor and period materials. Additionally, this option generally produces a
building that has limited use in today’s society. Generally, the most appropriate use of a restored
historic building dating from the nineteenth century is for historic site interpretation. Therefore,
no scope of work for this option has been prepared in the following discussion.
It is not the purpose of this report to furnish construction documents (plans and
specifications) for the above preservation options, but to outline the character of the work needed
to achieve these options with all work keeping with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for
the Treatment of Historic Properties. Our evaluation of the mechanical and electrical systems, as
well as the review of the existing structural condition and/or integrity of the buildings are meant to
be preliminary in character. The purpose of these evaluations is not meant to be comprehensive
but only to draw attention to future needs. More detailed inspections and recommendations by a
licensed architect and/or structural engineer may be warranted. Similarly, many of the
preservation alternatives discussed in this report are dependent on the proposed use of the
buildings. For example, different building codes come into play depending on the planned use of
the building (i.e. whether residential or commercial), and plans for the rehabilitation and/or
restoration of the building can not be prepared until the proposed use of the building has been
determined.

RECOMMENDATIONS SITE:
Spatial Organization and Landscape: Although the toll house has been moved 14’ south from its
original Columbus Street location, it retains its north/south orientation facing the Illinois and
Michigan Canal and remains in close proximity to the canal tow path. As such, no changes need
to be made in respect to its positioning. The toll house does require some grading to be done
around it, particularly at its northern end where the ground surface has risen above the sill (due
chiefly from the placement of modern fills around the building during the more recent past).
Minimally, the grade needs to be lowered several inches below the top of the foundations, in order
to protect the sill and siding from moisture damage.
Outbuildings: The toll house is known is to have had a wood house associated with it and is
likely to have had a privy as well. Although neither of these buildings have survived, subsurface
archaeological remains of them may be intact and could provide valuable information regarding
the history of the toll house. The test unit excavated by Fever River Research in July 1998
located the northwest corner of the original stone foundations associated with the toll house. The
excavation of this test excavation unit suggests that the grade around the front of the toll house
has been raised as much as 30-50 cm and may have capped the nineteenth-century ground surface.
This excavation unit suggests that the nineteenth-century ground surface may be well below the
level that was reached by PSAP by its shovel-test strategy during its 1996 survey of the site. It
also illustrates the limits of the shovel-testing strategy on a site with deep fills such as this.
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Although not specifically recommended by any of the options discussed here, future
archaeological work might be directed toward determining whether or not subsurface remains of
the wood house may be intact immediately west of the toll house.
Wells, Cisterns: No specific action is required under any of the options discussed in this report, as
the existence and locations of these features have not been identified. However, the possible
presence of a well or cistern should be kept in mind when any excavating (archaeological or
construction) is done around the toll house. Should either of these features be discovered through
the course of such work, they need to be investigated and documented by a professional
archaeologist.
Driveways, Sidewalks: Stabilization calls for no action to be taken in respect to the existing
sidewalk leading the toll house. Should rehabilitation/restoration be undertaken, this sidewalk
needs to be removed and a new walk laid immediately to the north of it, extending from the public
sidewalk along Columbus Street to the east edge of the stone walkway in front of the toll house.
This new sidewalk will reorient foot traffic from the existing east doorway (which will be
converted to a window under the rehabilitation/restoration option) to the restored north entrance.
A second sidewalk and handicap-accessible ramp will need to be installed along the west side of
the toll house if a handicap accessible doorway is installed along this elevation. (see “Doorway”
discussion below).
Vegetation, Plantings: None of the options discussed in this report make any specific
recommendations regarding vegetation and plantings. Unfortunately, little is known about the
historic landscape around the toll house. The yard surrounding the toll house appears to be
mowed on a regular basis (along with the adjacent tow path) and is devoid of growth negatively
impacting the toll house.

RECOMMENDATIONS TOLL HOUSE:
EXTERIOR
Foundations: The foundations beneath the toll house appear to be in relatively good condition.
Minor foundation repair needs to be undertaken, especially along the western wall adjacent to the
enclosed bulkhead entranceway. The periodic assessment of the condition of the foundations
should be included in any maintenance schedule that is established for the building.
Walls: The walls of the toll house are presently covered with a variety of non-original siding
materials, including asbestos shingles, fiberboard, and plywood.
The stabilization and
rehabilitation/restoration options both call for the removal of these non-original materials, in order
to make necessary structural repairs to the toll house and to properly access the condition of the
weatherboard beneath (see Figures 49-50). While it is uncertain whether or not the existing
weatherboard represent the original siding on the toll house, they do date from the period of
significance of the building. As such, undamaged weatherboard should be retained in place, the
surfaces properly prepared, and painted. Some of the weatherboard are undoubtedly damaged –
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particularly those lower boards that have come in contact with the soil due to the rising grade
around the building. Damaged siding should be replaced with similar materials.
The 1926 photograph of the toll house indicates that a “Collector’s Office” sign and
flagpole were located above the north entrance, facing the canal. These features were important
identifiers and ought to be reestablished in the event of rehabilitation/restoration. Krupka (1990)
and Architrave (1997) also called for the restoration of these two elements.
Structural System, Framing: On the whole, the framing system in the toll house is in good
condition. The principal problem lies with the sill plates, which have incurred a great deal of
termite and moisture damage. Very little remains of the north sill plate, while the east and west
sills have “deflated,” causing the base of the walls they support to shift downward and outward.
The wall deflection is most pronounced on the east and west. The northern most floor joists have
also suffered some termite damage, as have the base of some of the studs (see Figures 51-53). If
these framing problems are not addressed soon, the structural integrity of the entire building will
be compromised. As such, the stabilization and rehabilitation/restoration options both call for the
replacement of the damaged sills and the repair and/or replacement of the damaged studs and
floor joists. Additionally, the building is not plumb, the rafter plate and the top of the walls
having shifted to the east (approximately 1-2”). This shift appears to have occurred prior to the
late nineteenth-century remodeling of the structure (as the north elevation openings were trimmed
out after the shift) and does not appear to have been caused by the current sill problems.
The HSR completed by Architrave called for the dismantlement of the entire toll house
and its reconstruction on site using salvaged original fabric and modern replacement materials.
We strongly believe that this plan is too extreme and will cause unnecessary damage to the
original fabric and/or integrity of the building, besides requiring unnecessary labor and expense.
No matter how careful the dismantlement, material such as the tongue-and-groove paneling
covering the interior of the toll house can not be removed without being damaged to some extent
(in the case of the paneling, through either splitting or having the tongue and grooves broken off).
Furthermore, the framing 1’ to 2’ above the sill plate is in good condition and requires no
significant repairs. Architrave’s recommendations were based also on the assumption that the
second roof system should be removed –a recommendation that we do not concur with (Figure
48). In order for the repairs to be carried out, it will be necessary to remove the lowest courses of
the exterior weatherboard and interior paneling. These materials should be saved and reapplied
once the repairs have been effected. Given the option between having to remove more paneling
or more weatherboard, the latter option should be selected, as the weatherboarding is easier to
remove and less costly to replace. Not all of the studs have incurred termite damage, and those
that have are principally damaged around their base. Hence, it is recommended that the studs be
repaired in place, by scabbing new materials on to them. This same approach can be followed for
those floor joists that have suffered termite damage but remain sound for the majority of their
length. A number of the floor joists, however, may need to be replaced altogether.
Porches, Stoops, Balconies, Bulkhead: No action is called for in respect to the infilled bulkhead
entrance to the cellar. Although the bulkhead dates to the period of significance for the toll
house, its restoration would be of little interpretive value, given that bulkhead has lost its historic
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orientation due to the toll house having been slid 14’ south ca. 1925-1935. Furthermore, historic
use of the cellar is unknown. Archaeologically, the bulkhead may yield some information in
respect to when exactly the toll house was moved away from the tow path. Yet, the date for this
move has been relatively well established by the documentary resources available.
Chimneys: In the event of stabilization, no action should be taken in respect to reconstructing any
of the historic chimneys. If the toll house is to be rehabilitated or restored, however, an interior
brick chimney ought to be constructed along the south gable-end wall. The building had a
chimney at this location throughout the majority of the period it was used as a collector’s office
(ca. 1872-1926) and is documented in historic photographs. The reconstructed chimney should
occupy the same location as the original and be suspended at the same height above the floor.
Bricks similar to the original soft-mud bricks should be used –several examples of which are still
present in the attic. Architrave (1997) called for there to be a limestone cap on the chimney.
Such a capstone, however, does not appear in the ca. 1935 photo of the toll house (see Figure
13), nor were capstones commonly found on vernacular structures from the same period. Hence,
it is recommended that this feature be omitted and a simple metal cap (set flush with the top of the
chimney) be put in its place if chimney is not being used to vent a furnace..
Openings:
Doorways and Doors: If the toll house is simply to be stabilized, no specific actions are
required in respect to the one doorway currently in use, other than ensuring that it is
properly secured against vandals. The only lock in use on the doorway is a padlock on the
screen door. While this has proven to be effective to date, it is recommended that the
interior door, which is more solid, be secured as well.
If the toll house is rehabilitated and/or restored, the existing doorway on the east
side of the building ought to be returned to its original use as a window opening, relying
on the surviving window openings for dimensions and sill height. Also, the original door
opening on the north-gable end should be restored. This doorway served as the formal
entrance to the toll house throughout the entire period that the building served as a
collector’s office and was emblematic of the structure’s canal-orientated, rather than
street-orientated, positioning. The studs, header and framing for the doorway remain
intact, as do fragments of the door casing and sill. Since the character of the original door
is unknown, its replacement should be representative of the period (four-paneled pine).
The one problem with the original north doorway is that it is too narrow (2’-6” to
2’-8”) to meet ADA accessibility requirements. The two options that are available are to
1) widen the north entrance to meet ADA code requirements, or 2) install a second
entranceway that is ADA accessible.
Architrave suggested installing a second
entranceway along the west elevation. Since this alternative would introduce an
entranceway where there never was one historically --albeit in a location of low
visibility—it is not the recommended option.
Windows: In respect to the windows, the stabilization option emphasizes securing the
building against vandals and the elements, while ensuring the proper ventilation of its
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interior. The existing windows in the toll house have all been covered up on the exterior
by plywood and –in the case of the two southern windows—by fiberboard siding (see
Figures 54-55). The plywood covering the north and east windows are adequate, but
should be secured with screws long enough to prevent easy removal. Plywood should
also be installed over the two southern windows once the fiberboard siding is removed.
Additionally, louvered vents ought to be installed in the plywood covering a number of the
windows in order to allow some ventilation on the interior. One vent might be located on
the north window, while a second could be installed on the western of the two southern
windows.22 The sash on the windows need to be raised and left open if the vents are to
have any effect.
If rehabilitation is undertaken, the original window openings should be reopened
and double-hung sash with six-over-six lights installed. The replacement sash and exterior
trim should be based on those seen in the ca. 1935 photograph of the toll house. The
dimensions and sill height of the restored window openings should match those of the two
southern windows, which are the only original window openings still intact. Although
window sash are extant in the two southern windows, the sash are not original, probably
dating to the early twentieth century. The two options are to install double-hung sash
similar to that present in these two windows, or more in keeping with the six-over-six sash
depicted in the historic photographs.
Roof:
Shape, Covering, Material: The present roof shape dates from the period of significance
of the building and should not be altered. The roof is structurally sound, but is leaking in a
number of places. These leaks need to be fixed whether the toll house is stabilized or
rehabilitated. Given the age of the roofing presently covering the building, this will best be
effected by re-roofing the structure. Stabilization calls for the toll house to be re-roofed
with rolled asphalt roofing or shingles; this will prevent further water damage and also be
cost effective. Prior to doing so, the asbestos shingles and coping on the east slope of the
roof and ridge have to abated by qualified personnel. Rehabilitation/restoration calls for
the toll house to be re-roofed with sawn wood shingles.
Cornice, Eaves: The eaves on the toll house appear to be in relatively good condition,
although they are in need of some minor repair and painting. Stabilization calls for the
eaves to be scraped, primed, and painted (white). Rehabilitation/restoration also calls for
the eaves to be painted, but will also entail the replacement of any fabric that is
significantly damaged with similar material. Boards and moldings whose ends are
deteriorated, but are otherwise sound, should not be replaced; instead, filler should be
used to stabilize the areas that are deteriorated.

INTERIOR
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Since the east window consists of a fixed pane of plate glass, it makes no sense to install a vent there. A third
vent could be installed in the eastern of the two southern windows, but it would primarily vent the same area in
Room 102.
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Floor Plans:
First Floor: Stabilization calls for no specific changes to be made to the existing floor
plan, although some of the non-original walls may need to be removed in order for the
structural system to be repaired. The non-original wall running parallel to the west
exterior wall, for instance, may have to be removed once the base of the latter wall is
drawn back into its original position.23 If the toll house is restored, all of the walls postdating 1926 need to be removed.
Basement/Cellar: The basement is currently filled with debris. Although this debris does
not pose any particular problems for the toll house structurally, it represents a nuisance
and should be cleaned out whether the building is stabilized or rehabilitated. If the toll
house is restored, the basement should be made accessible from the first floor and the one
window opening should have a window installed.
Stairways: No action is called for if the toll house is to be stabilized. If rehabilitation/restoration
is undertaken, however, a stairway needs to be constructed in order to access the cellar. This
stairway should occupy the same position as the original one did, in respect to the first floor, and
should be accessible through a trap door.
Flooring: No action is called for in the event of the toll house being stabilized. If the toll house is
rehabilitated, the carpeting, “Linoleum”, and upper two layers of wood flooring need to be
removed in order to assess the condition of the original flooring. This original flooring has
suffered some termite and water damage at the northern end of the toll house, but otherwise
appears to be in relatively good condition. The original flooring that remains structurally sound
ought to be retained, while those floor boards that are deteriorated should be replaced with like
material.
Wall and Ceiling Finishes: The tongue-and-groove wood paneling covering the walls and ceilings
is in good condition and should be preserved in place (wherever possible) under all the options
discussed. Some of the paneling has been damaged through time or has been removed in order to
install new openings. No work is required if the toll house is to be stabilized. In the event of
restoration, however, any paneling that has been damaged or removed needs to be replaced with
similar material. Rehabilitation also calls for the interior of the toll house to be painted.
Decorative Features and Trim: Much of the interior door and window trim has been removed
through course of remodeling. Examples of the trim, however, have survived on the two southern
windows. The stabilization option does not require any action in respect to the trim.
Rehabilitation, however, calls for the replacement of all missing trim with materials matching the
original examples. This is also required for any missing or damaged baseboard, as well as the
narrow trim covering the rafter plate overhang (see Figure 24).
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Until such time as the west wall is repaired, the non -original wall running parallel to it will provide valuable
structural support and might best be left in position until right up to the point that the west wall is ready to be
drawn back into its original position.
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Hardware: Stabilization makes no recommendations regarding hardware’s replacement, other
than adding a lock on the exterior door. Rehabilitation/restoration requires that minimal hardware
be installed on the doors and windows. Lacking any original examples, this hardware should be
representative of the middle-to-late nineteenth century (i.e., rim locks rather than mortise locks).
Figure 56 illustrates a rim lock of the type that would have been used on the toll house’s door
during the nineteenth century.
Mechanical Equipment:
Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation: The existing heating/cooling unit on the west side
of the toll house should be removed whether the toll house is stabilized or restored. No
further action is called for under the stabilization option. If the toll house is rehabilitated,
a high-efficiency furnace and air conditioning system should be installed in the cellar. Heat
to the first floor should be supplied through a minimal number of vents in the floor. For
interpretive purposes, a heat stove should be installed at the south end of the building and
vented through the restored chimney. This stove should be representative of the late
nineteenth or early twentieth centuries.
Lighting: The electrical system in the toll house is limited and represents a mixture of
early twentieth-century knob-and-tube wiring with more modern Romex wiring. The
electrical service enters the building at its northwest corner (which is the same location as
is shown in the ca. 1935 photograph), but is disconnected. Stabilization calls for no action
to be taken in respect to the wiring. Rehabilitation calls for the existing wiring system to
be replaced by a professional electrician. The new system does not have to be extensive,
as the toll house was probably equipped with minimal lighting at the time it was closed in
1926. Light fixtures utilized should be representative of the early twentieth century and,
given the utilitarian nature of the building, be plain in character.
Plumbing: The toll house is equipped with interior plumbing and is connected to the
Ottawa sewer system. Water service, however, has been discontinued. Stabilization
requires no action to be taken in respect to the plumbing. If the toll house is restored and
utilized as a comfort station, however, the existing plumbing system will need to be
replaced. An outside spigot might also be installed for yard work. This spigot might best
be connected to the rear of the toll house (as opposed to free standing) in order to make it
more unobtrusive.
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Figure 48. Although the existing roof on the toll house is not original to the building, it
does fall within the period of significance and should be retained in place. The roof is
structurally sound, but does require a number of repairs aimed at stopping further water
damage to the interior and to the eaves. These repairs would entail re-roofing the roof and
the installation of new gutters on the east and west sides of the building. Care should be
taken to preserve historic fabric such as the shingle and bed moldings found on the eaves.
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Figure 49. In recent decades, the toll house has been covered with a variety of siding materials, such as this plywood found on
the west elevation. Stabilization and rehabilitation/restoration both call for the removal of these non-original material in order
to assess the condition of the historic fabric beneath and to make needed structural repairs. The vent seen in this photo
belongs to the heating/cooling unit currently installed in the building. The vent and the heating/cooling unit should be
removed, and the hole caused by their installation should be patched with beveled weatherboard siding
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Figure 50. The beveled weatherboard siding on the toll house appears to be in condition
and should be exposed by removing later siding materials, such as the asphalt shingle
siding shown here. Some of the lower weatherboards will have to be temporarily removed
in order to make needed structural repairs. These weatherboards should be carefully
removed and reapplied once repairs have been affected. Deteriorated weatherboards
should be replaced with like materials
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Figure 51. The joists and sill at the northern end of the toll house have suffered considerable termite damage. The sill has
nearly completely eroded, and the ends of the joists have been severely affected as well. For most of their length, however, the
joists are in good condition, and it is recommended that they be stabilized in place by scabbing like materials onto their
damaged ends. A new sill should also be installed
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Figure 52. View of the juncture between the east sill plate and the central beam. Although not as damaged as the northern sill,
the east sill has also experienced considerable termite and water damage. This has caused the sill to “deflate” and shift
outward, pushing the wall studs out with it. The degree of this shifting is evident from the angle at which the sill is positioned
in the photograph. Sills lacking structural integrity should be replaced. Some of the wall studs have also suffered termite
damage at their lower ends, above their juncture with the sill plate. For most of their length, however, the studs appear to be
structurally sound. As such, stabilization and rehabilitation/restoration efforts should be directed toward repairing the
damaged studs and preserving them in situ
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Figure 53. Interior view of the west wall of the toll house. Non-original wall studs such as
those shown here would ultimately be removed in the event of rehabilitation/restoration.
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Figure 54. Nearly all of the original window and door openings in the toll house have been
infilled in some manner. The locations of the openings, however, are evident, and their
dimensions generally have not been modified. If rehabilitation/restoration is undertaken,
these openings should be restored to their original appearance, using historic photographs
and surviving trim as examples.
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Figure 55. Sash are present in the two southern windows, but these probably represent
middle-twentieth-century replacements and should be replaced with double-hung sash with
six-over-six lights in the event of rehabilitation/restoration (Note historic photographs of
historic windows, Figure 14).
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SCOPE OF WORK
OPTION 1: NO ACTION
The NO ACTION option is not a viable option for the Ottawa Toll House. Should no
further work be conducted on this building, it will ultimately lead to its demolition.
Structural damage caused by termites and water on the sills needs to be immediately
addressed, as does the leaking roof.
OPTION 2: STABILIZATION OF TOLL HOUSE
Landscape
1. Re-grade yard in order to expose foundations at north end of toll house and prevent
moisture damage to siding and framework.
Exterior
1. Apply new asphalt roofing in order to prevent water from entering the building. This
will entail the abatement of the asbestos shingles on the east slope of the building.
2. Remove non-original siding materials in order to expose and assess condition of
weatherboard siding. Replace damaged siding with new weatherboard of similar
dimension. Prime and paint.
3. Scrape, prime , and paint eaves.
4. Structural. Repair the sill, studs, and floor joists in order to prevent further deflection
of the walls. This should be done by repairing and/or replacing the damaged framing
materials in place, rather than dismantling and rebuilding the structure. Repair stone
foundations as needed.
5. Remove existing heating/cooling unit. Frame-in opening and cover with weatherboard
siding.
6. Openings. Securely enclose all door and window openings. The coverings should be
more securely attached with screws, rather than nails, to prevent excessive damage to
casings. Screws should be of a sufficient length to prevent easy removal of the plywood
by vandals. Install lock on the east doorway to the building.
7. Ventilation: Install louvered vents in the select window openings. The sash on the
windows selected should be left open to facilitate air movement and prevent moisture
build-up in the dwelling.
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8. Establish a periodic maintenance schedule which minimally includes yard care, periodic
assessment of structural needs, regular inspection of property for vandalism, and pest
control (especially termite inspection). Post no trespassing signs that identify property as
historic resource protected by state law.
OPTION 3: REHABILITATI0N/RESTORATION OF THE TOLL HOUSE
This option calls for the rehabilitation/restoration of the building to its circa 1910
character.
Landscape
1. Re-grade yard in order to expose foundations at north end of toll house and prevent
moisture damage to siding and framework.
2. Remove the existing concrete sidewalk and lay a new concrete sidewalk on line with
stone walk in front of toll house.
Exterior
1. Remove asbestos, asphalt, and wood-shingle roofing. Add new wood shingle roof,
keeping both of the historic roofs in place.
2. Remove non-original siding materials in order to expose and assess condition of
weatherboard. Replace damaged siding with new weatherboard of similar dimension.
Prime and paint (white).
3. Repair eaves as needed, replacing deteriorated fabric with like materials. Use filler
where practical to preserve original fabric. Scrape, prime, and paint (white).
4. Structural. Repair the sill, studs, and floor joists in order to prevent further deflection
of the walls. This should be done by repairing and/or replacing the damaged framing
materials in place, rather than dismantling and rebuilding the structure. Repair stone
foundations as needed.
5. Remove existing heating/cooling unit. Frame-in opening and cover with weatherboard
siding. Install new, high-efficiency system in basement.
6. Windows. Remove existing windows on the north and east. Frame-in existing window
opening on east and cover with weatherboard siding. Re-open original window openings
on the north and west and convert existing doorway on east back to a window.
Replacement windows should be double-hung sash with six-over-six lights. Add exterior
window trim matching original, prime and paint (white). Any original trim found in situ
that is still in good condition should be preserved in place.
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7. Doors. Enclose existing east entrance and convert to a window opening. Re-open
original north doorway and install a four-paneled door (with a rim lock appropriate for the
period). The north doorway should be expanded several inches to meet ADA
requirements.
8. Reconstruct interior brick chimney along south gable-end wall. This chimney should
be in the same location and have same dimensions as its predecessor. Soft, red brick
should be utilized.
9. Install a signboard marked “COLLECTOR’S OFFICE” on the north elevation, above
the doorway. This sign should match the approximate size and positioning as that shown
in the 1926 photo. (The actual size is unknown.) A flagpole, running at an angle to the
building, should be fixed above the top of the sign. Although the exact character of this
flagpole is unknown, it appears to have been turned pole, had a ball of some type on its far
end, and ran at roughly a 45 degree angle to the building. The flagpole proposed by
Architrave (1997) would be appropriate for the restoration (see Figure 57).
10. (Optional). Instead of widening the north doorway to meet ADA requirements, use
the window/door opening on the west elevation as a handicap-accessible entrance. The
existing opening should be widened as necessary. Install sidewalk and ramp.
Interior
1. General interior demolition. Remove non-historic fabric, including flooring, wall and
ceiling coverings, and partitions.
2. Floor plan. Create a two room plan, consisting of one large open room and a
bathroom that meets ADA requirements. Preferably, this bathroom should be located in
the southeast corner of the toll house. This will entail the demolition of Room 102, but
will place the new bath in the same location as the historic room.
3. Walls and ceilings. Remove nails and staples left over from non-historic wall and
ceiling materials from wood paneling. Damaged paneling should be replaced with like
material. Replacement paneling should also be used to fill non-original openings, such as
the hole cut to install the existing heating/cooling unit.
4. Flooring. Expose the original floor and assess its condition. Damaged flooring should
be replaced with similarly dimensioned, tongue-and-groove, pine flooring. Care should be
given to preserve character of original flooring. Sanding, if conducted, should be minimal
and light. Stain and rusticate new flooring to match original. Coat floor with varnish.
5. Trim. Replace missing or damaged trim with materials matching original examples.
Original trim that has survived should be preserved in place whenever possible.
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6. Interior Finishes. Prepare wall and ceiling surfaces and repaint. Paint analysis may be
conducted to indicate original paint scheme, otherwise simply paint white. If interior
wood surfaces are stripped to bare wood, then paint analysis should be conducted (or
samples saved) to preserve the historic paint record.
7. Furnishing. Install a cast-iron heating stove typical of the late nineteenth or early
twentieth centuries at the south end of the building and vent it through the reconstructed
chimney. This stove should be appropriate to the period being interpreted.
8. Install a new stairway leading to the cellar at the same location as the original. This
stairway should descend from north to south and be accessible through a trap door flush
with the floor.
8. Remove debris from cellar. Pour new concrete floor (optional). An awning or hopper
window should be installed in the one window opening. Potentially add new support
beams and posts to support central beam and floor joists.
9. Mechanical Systems. Install a high efficiency furnace in the cellar. Heat should be
supplied to the first floor through floor vents. These vents should be as minimal in number
as is practical and discretely placed. Install air conditioner. Remove the existing electrical
wiring and install new electrical system. Install new waste water and potable water system
to bathroom.
General
1. Establish a periodic maintenance schedule which minimally includes yard care, periodic
assessment of structural needs, regular inspection of property for vandalism, and pest
control (especially termite inspection). Post interpretive signs that identify property as
historic resource protected by state law.
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Figure 56. Both rim locks and mortise locks were common at the turn-of-the-century. These examples are from Sears,
Roebuck and Company’s 1910 Home Builder’s Catalog. Although rim locks were often used on the interior doors, especially
with less formal buildings such as the Ottawa Toll House, more substantial mortise locks with a Yale cylinder tumbler were
common for the exterior doors.
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Figure 57. North (top) and east (bottom) elevations of the toll house, as drawn by
Architrave (1997). This early-twentieth century interpretation illustrates both the flagpole
and sign documented by the period photographs of the building at this period.
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